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Abstract

U.S. higher education tuition costs have risen at nearly double the rate of inflation over the past forty years. In 2012, student loan delinquency rose to 12% and surpassed credit card delinquency rates as the top category of consumer debt delinquency. Meanwhile, recently enacted federal policies advocate for increased higher education accessibility, affordability and attainability, but simultaneously promote educational institutions to increase spending with funds fueled by student debt. The growth of $136.8 billion in student loan delinquency has triggered decreasing participation in non-student debt markets by people with student loan debt. Fortunately, Americans continue to enroll in colleges at record rates, but the debt burden has become overly taxing on many students because the U.S. household income levels have remained stagnant or declined in recent years. Investing in higher education is still a wise economic decision even with increased higher education tuition rates, college graduate debt levels, and stagnant median U.S. household wages. The fundamental educational expenses associated with teaching students have not increased significantly beyond inflation over the past twenty years, yet a market failure has emerged with unrestricted institutional spending, record high student debt levels and ever-increasing tuition rates. Moving forward, federal higher education policies need to promote environments where individual university officials and state governments are encouraged to mutually work toward a common goal of long-term fiscal responsibility and educational opportunity.
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Chapter One: Higher Education In The United States

A Brief History of Higher Education

Numerous economic variables contribute to today’s higher education environment, and it’s important to first understand key elements of the higher education market before addressing federal policies and case studies. The post-World War II era marked the beginning of a rise in higher education enrollment and tuition costs in the United States that continues to this day. Today’s prospective college students face an increasingly difficult financial decision when considering whether or not to pursue higher educational opportunities. Public four-year college tuition and fees in 2014 are 3.25 times higher than the rates in 1984, including adjustments for inflation and the consumer price index.¹ The history of U.S. higher education reveals important political influences on current federal educational policies and how national support for higher education transformed over the past few decades.

The U.S. higher education system evolved from early religious institutions established in the pre-colonial era. Groups of early American settlers, driven largely by motivations of religious freedom, established limited educational practices within the clergy. The birthplace of American schooling largely focused on religious education and

growing young puritan ministers. The oldest university in the U.S., Harvard University, “graduated about 70% clergymen in the 17th century, 45% in the 18th, and by the latter half of the 19th century, only 10%.”

From the revolutionary era through the antebellum period, educational institutions slowly evolved from their religious beginnings into schools teaching liberal arts and broader occupations expanding to doctors, lawyers and engineers. In 1862, President Abraham Lincoln signed the Morrill Land-Grant Act which prescribed 30,000 acres of land, or the proceeds of its sale, to be used towards establishing and funding educational institutions. The U.S. Code, Title 7, Chapter 13 on Agricultural and Mechanical

Colleges Subchapter 1- College-Aid Land Appropriation stated:

[…] each State may claim the benefit of this subchapter, to the endowment, support, and maintenance of at least one college where the leading object shall be, without excluding other scientific and classical studies and including military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner as the legislatures of the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life. 3

Thirty years later congress approved a second Morrill Act in 1890 by providing an additional $15,000 for colleges, old or new, provided the colleges did not segregate admissions based on race. 4 This law, primarily targeted at the former confederate states, influenced civil rights movements and foreshadowed emerging national sentiments.

---


Education-based federal policies continue in modern times as congress applies the idea to other laws such as the sea grant, urban grant, space grant, and sun grant colleges.

Perhaps the most significant contribution to today’s higher education fiscal environment was the Serviceman’s Readjustment Act of 1944; known popularly as the ‘G.I. Bill’ that provided over 9 million veterans approximately $4 billion in educational funds over a five year period from 1944-1949.\(^5\) The G.I. Bill fueled student enrollment rates which nearly doubled from 1.5 million in 1940 to 2.7 million in 1950.\(^6\) These trends in enrollment continued for the next several decades doubling again in the 1960s, and, in the 1970s, the student college population reached five times the size of 1951.\(^7\) Not only did the GI Bill extend access to higher education, but the bill established hospitals, provided low interest mortgages, and granted stipends covering tuition and living expenses for veterans attending college or trade school.\(^8\) This government stimulus provided a surge to the existing educational structure along with several other secondary effects, including increasing teacher and faculty demand, among others.


\(^6\) See note 2 above.


\(^8\) See note 5 above.
In 1946, President Harry Truman, the only U.S. president of the 20th century not to graduate from college, appointed a commission to investigate higher education in the U.S. that advocated for policies of broader educational participation and expanded universal access to higher education. The commission’s findings revealed an important mindset with the nation’s expectations about college attendance by expanding the role of community colleges and fostering the federal government’s role in supporting the functions of higher education in a democracy.  

---


10 Ibid.
Other significant contributions to the current U.S. higher education environment include: the Brown vs. Board of Education ruling in 1954 that declared public schools separating people based on race unconstitutional, the rise of feminism movements during the 1960s and 1970s that led to an increased emphasis on higher educational opportunities for women, the 1975 Congressional passing of Public Law 94-142 that requires an appropriate education for all handicapped children, and the Title IX Education Amendments of 1972 that requires access to programs not to be restricted based on gender.\textsuperscript{11} This collection of laws and rulings resulted in the permanent expansion, improved equity and increased access to the U.S. higher educational system.

The most recent changes to modern education include the introduction of ever-changing information technologies which infuse classrooms and incorporate online educational opportunities; technologies emerge both as single entities and overarching integrating elements to schools. Computers, tablets and other devices open the vastness of the internet and exponentially expand educational opportunities. The U.S. Department of Education states:

\begin{quote}
New technology supports both teaching and learning, technology infuses classrooms with digital learning tools, such as computers and hand held devices; expands course offerings, experiences, and learning materials; supports learning 24 hours a day, 7 days a week; builds 21st century skills; increases student engagement and motivation; and accelerates learning.\textsuperscript{12}
\end{quote}


As educational institutions and U.S. federal policies target changes in the education system, technology will be used to help alleviate burdens and create efficiencies within all tiers of schooling.

The evolution of U.S. higher education identifies significant achievements and addresses how federal policies fostered the support and progression of students. Data collected over the past ten years show that the current higher education environment places an increasing burden on students in the form of debt. The student debt problem has continued to increase in recent years and needs to be addressed at the state and national levels. As demonstrated throughout U.S. educational history, federal policies and state government involvement offer promising solutions to foster higher education development.

**The Increasing Cost of Higher Education**

Since the surge of students after the Second World War, tuition fees have constantly risen and far outpaced other consumer goods. The following graph illustrates the real, inflation-adjusted increases of college tuition fees, medical care, and new home prices since 1978:
Harvard University published an article in 1975 informing students of tuition price increases to an annual rate of $5,350, a $325 rise from the 1973-1974 rates.\textsuperscript{13} In 2015, Harvard charged students $43,938 per year for tuition and fees.\textsuperscript{14} The College Board, a non-profit organization established to expand access to higher education, produces detailed education-based research and statistics to help influence and inform federal policy decisions. At a national level, the College Board assesses tuition and fees for 2014-2015 in the following areas: public four-year in-state: $9,139 per year; public


four-year out-of-state: $22,958 per year; and private non-profit four-year: $31,231 per year. These rates, when compared to tuition fees in the late 1970s, represent annual increases ranging from 2% to 30% per year. In comparison to the average pace of inflation since the 1980s at about 3.2%, tuition costs have increased at approximately 7% per year.

The Delta Cost Project also compiles higher education research data and conducts surveys from every college, university and vocational school that participates in federal student aid programs in order to gain insight about how colleges spend money. Data compiled by the Delta Cost Project from 2000-2010 indicates that tuition fees continue to rise for all types of higher education. The following charts illustrate data from the Delta Cost Project and the Department of Education’s Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). As the graph illustrates, only the health care sector rivals cost increases in higher education:

---


The Delta Project also compares levels of median family income in comparison to higher education costs. Note, while the median family income rate of growth slightly decreased from 2000-2010, increases in higher education tuition rates continued to grow at far higher rates.
As previously mentioned, rising higher education costs were not limited to the past twenty years. Tuition has risen consistently since the Second World War, when the government extended the GI Bill to war veterans. This bill triggered a cultural shift with the perception of who should attend college and supported the view that higher education provides a gateway to the middle class. The next graph, adjusted for increases in inflation and the CPI, illustrates how higher education costs have steadily increased (i.e., the cost of a public four year education in 2014-2015 is 3.25 times higher than is was in 1984-1985).  

The graph above indicates how each sector of higher education has experienced varying levels of tuition increases. Community colleges are categorized as other public schools and vary significantly from traditional public universities due to the different funding allocations from state and federal governments. Higher educational institutions largely received lower levels of state and local funding from 2000-2010; however, individual institutions dealt with funding decreases in different ways. Community colleges shifted the costs from the government to the students and lowered overall institutional spending--meaning that community colleges increased tuition rates similar to other higher education institutions, but at a lesser degree than public research universities. Data indicate that public research universities also shifted costs from the government to the students, but continued to increase overall spending. Studies also show that some
public research universities experienced an overall increase in federal funding of approximately $5,793 per student from 2000-2010, which meant that the universities could have chosen to keep tuition rates fairly stagnant, but decided to continue raising tuition rates and increasing institutional spending. While a small portion of increasing tuition costs for public research universities are explained by decreased funds from state or federal subsidies (i.e., cost shifting), research shows that tuition increases are driven by continued increases in educational institutional spending.

Cost shifting occurs when one group is asked to pay for the goods and services for another group of people. From an educational expense perspective, cost shifting occurs when state, local or federal funding is cut from educational institutions, but these schools continue to spend the same amount of money while transferring the cost difference to a new group (i.e., students). In several cases, schools continue to increase spending and transfer the loss of state funding revenue to students in the form of higher tuition rates. Several news sources conclude that decreases in state funding represent the primary factor for increases in nationwide higher education tuition rates; however, this reasoning is misleading and not completely accurate. While it’s true that state government higher educational funding has decreased over the past ten years, federal funding actually increased at a comparable rate. Beginning in 2000, federal funding for higher education

---


State and federal higher educational funds provide different types of support for students (i.e., these funds are not directly interchangeable). Broadly speaking, federal educational funding primarily assists individual students and research projects, while state funding supports the general operation of educational institutions. Media sources

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{state_funding.png}
\end{figure}
misrepresent cost shifts by citing a single reason, such as declines in state funding, as the only contributing factor toward increased higher education tuition fees. A closer comparison at spending allocations between federal and state funding sources identify specific areas of increased and decreased growth.

Federal spending experienced the most growth in the Pell Grant program (72%) and veteran’s educational benefits (225%) while state spending declined in general-purpose allocations. While specific federal and state spending allocations differ, broadly speaking, both Pell Grants and veterans’ benefit payments contribute toward general tuition fees. Therefore, these types of federal funds are directly interchangeable with the decrease in state funds for general-purpose allocations. Numerous online publications also cite other reasons such as administrative bloat, investments in infrastructure and technology, expanding sports programs, campus construction projects, increased

availability of grants and declines in state funding as justification for increasing tuition rates. One of the only certainties in higher education is how each individual educational institution makes unique budgeting decisions and allocates funds in considerably different ways—while also receiving varying levels of state and federal support. The complex allocation of resources makes a one-size-fits-all solution near impossible and necessitates individual solutions for each state and higher education institution.

**Household Income Stagnation**

Students and families, with influence from several variables, ultimately make the decision when deciding whether or not to obtain a college degree. From a financial perspective, household revenues and expenses significantly influence the decision. Wise families ideally begin saving years in advance in anticipation of these financial commitments. Unfortunately, economic research conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis details how real median household income in the United States has not kept up with the staggering increases of higher education tuition rates:
Comparing this information with the following charts illustrates significant differences in the higher educational tuition and fees versus median household income.

**Figure 1.9:** "Real Median Household Income in the United States." Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. October 21, 2015. https://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/MEHOINUSA672N.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Tuition &amp; Fees (in 2015 dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>$2,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$4,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$6,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$9,410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The charts identify discrepancies between household income growth and the increase in higher education tuition rates, and help explain a portion of the rise in student debt.

**The Continued Value of Higher Education**

A college degree is still a wise economic decision—even while tuition rates increase, graduates assume greater amounts of debt, and median U.S. household wages stagnate. An overwhelming number of research studies verify how a four-year degree has never been more valuable and show that the pay gap between college graduates and non-graduates reached a record high in 2015. Benefits of higher education typically include higher income, lower unemployment, and greater job satisfaction. The following PEW Research Center chart illustrates the continuing income difference between adults with and without a college degree.

---

The following graph illustrates basic differences in lifetime earnings based on education.
Despite recent overall wage stagnation in the U.S., college graduates still out-earn people without degrees. When taking into consideration the average debt of a recent college graduate (approximately $26,000), lifetime earnings of a college graduate amount to well over $1 million more than high school graduates over the course of their working lives.\(^\text{23}\)

**Student Loan Debt Levels**

Student debt contributes to a larger measurement that economists refer to as household debt. Household debt impacts the macroeconomic marketplace in several

---

positive and negative ways. The debt benefits families by providing a means to smooth consumption over longer periods of time and supplying access to additional money during times of reduced income. A certain amount of debt is considered good for the economy because the money multiplier effect stimulates economic growth and supports a transfer of wealth to other individuals. However, once debt levels reach a certain threshold, it becomes a risk because a minor economic downturn can trigger significant problems for debt laden families. At the national level, if enough families cannot make household payments, the entire financial sector becomes exposed to these risky loans. In the case of student loans, over 90% are supported by the federal government; thereby exposing taxpayers to the risk. If student loan defaults become a problem, the government would likely assume responsibility for repaying the debt.

In the summer of 2013, student debt levels far outpaced other forms of consumer debt and reached an unprecedented level of $1.2 trillion.\(^{24}\) While mortgage, credit card, and auto loan debt declined over the past ten years, student loan debt continues to rise at an average rate of 10-14% per year; from $364 billion in 2002 to $1.19 trillion as of June 30, 2015.\(^{25}\) The New York Federal Reserve recently noted, “In 2010, student debt surpassed credit cards to become the second largest form of household debt after mortgages whereas prior to 2008, the student debt was the smallest of household debts”.\(^{26}\)

Furthermore, both the amount of student loans and the associated loan amounts increased


\(^{26}\) See note 17 above.
over the same period. Another New York Federal Reserve report cites that between 2004 and 2012, the total number of student loan borrowers increased by 70% (23 million borrowers to 39 million); coupled with an increase of 70% in the average total balance borrowed per student (from approximately $15,000 to $25,000). 27

A comparison of student debt to mortgage debt, the leading form of consumer debt, helps gauge overall debt levels. At the end of second quarter 2015, mortgage debt in the United States totaled $8.12 trillion, representing 69% of total consumer debt. Student loan debt, in comparison, amounted to $1.19 trillion or 10% of the national consumer debt total. 28 As student loan balances continue to increase and approach $1.2 trillion, data show an increase in both the number of borrowers and the average balance per borrower.


Student loan delinquency rates, measured by the New York Federal Reserve as loans 90+ days delinquent or in default, also steadily increased over the past decade; rising from 6% in 2003 to over 11% in 2014. In 2012, student loan delinquency peaked at 12%, and surpassed credit card delinquency as the top category of consumer debt delinquency. As of second quarter 2015, the total dollar amount of student loans 90+ days delinquent versus mortgage loans delinquency amounted to approximately $136.8 billion and $203 billion, respectively. Therefore, credit loss experienced with

---

29 See note 26 above.

30 See note 26 above.
delinquent student loans has grown to well over half of potential mortgage credit loss.

The following graph illustrates household debt 90+ days delinquent:

![Percent of Balance 90+ Days Delinquent](image)


The growth of $136.8 billion in student loan delinquency, admittedly on a slightly lesser scale than mortgages, must not be overlooked. Recent studies also indicate a shift in macroeconomic consumer spending trends due to the accumulation of student loan debt. When students accumulate large amounts of student debt, they decreasingly participate in non-student debt markets.

decreased access to credit in the auto and housing markets. The impact of increased student debt loads for younger consumers may have broader, long-term implications on the macroeconomic marketplace. In summary, complex interactions between the increasing costs of higher education, household income stagnation, the value of a college degree, and student loan debt levels altered the U.S. higher education market over the past few decades and the federal government should account for these factors while considering new educational policies.
Chapter Two: Federal Higher Education Policies

Recent Federal Programs & Policies

As previously summarized, government policies have historically shaped the higher education environment. In 2010, the White House presented an introduction of its higher education policy by citing how the United States currently ranks twelfth in four-year degree attainment among 24-36 year olds. In response to this statistic, President Obama set a new goal for the United States to reclaim the number one position by 2020. In an effort to provide greater security for the middle class, President Obama sought to make higher education more accessible, affordable, and attainable for all American families.

The White House openly acknowledged the current state of higher education affordability:

Tuition and fees have skyrocketed over the past decade, making it more difficult for American families to invest in a higher education for their future. Today’s college students borrow and rack up more debt than ever before. In 2010, graduates who took out loans left college owing an average of more than $26,000. Student loan debt has now surpassed credit card debt for the first time ever.

Upon enactment of the Health Care and Reconciliation Act of 2010, the bill expanded federal investments in Pell Grants and ended private lending of federally

---


33 See note 29 above.
subsidized loans, among other changes.\textsuperscript{34} Pell Grants provide low and middle income students with a non-repayable grant. The U.S. Department of Education determines students’ eligibility for Pell Grants using the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) program. Since 2008, the Pell Grant program reached a maximum of $5,775 per year and doubled the total amount of federal funding to more than $40 billion.\textsuperscript{35} Additionally, the “Pay as You Earn” plan caps student loan repayments at 10\% of monthly income for over 1.6 million students when they enroll in an “Income Based Repayment” (IBR) plan.\textsuperscript{36} The programs also provide the added benefit of balance forgiveness at the conclusion of the repayment period. For example, under the Income Based Repayment plan, if an individual makes all applicable loan payments for the duration of the 20 year repayment period, any remaining loan balance is forgiven. Federal employees may also qualify for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program, under which any remaining loan balance will be forgiven after 10 years of payments, instead of 20 years.\textsuperscript{37}

The federal government supports investment and expansion of community colleges by engaging with state governments to ensure the first two years of community


\textsuperscript{36} See note 29 above.

college are free to responsible students. This effort, known as ‘America’s College Promise’ proposal may extend to over 9 million students and save them $3,800 per year.\textsuperscript{38}

Additional proposed federal incentives include the “Race to the Top: College Affordability and Completion” challenge which leverages over $10 billion in annual federal aid to colleges and universities “that do their fair share to keep tuition affordable, provide good value, and serve needy students well.”\textsuperscript{39} Colleges and universities which do not act responsibly to lower tuition rates will receive less money from federal aid.\textsuperscript{40}

Furthermore, New York Federal Reserve reports emphasize a key difference between other forms of household debt:

Student debt is not dischargeable in bankruptcy like other types of debt; thus, delinquent or defaulted student loans can stagnate on borrowers’ credit reports, creating an ever-increasing pool of delinquent debt. Additionally, the measures of new delinquency in our Quarterly Report do reflect high inflows into delinquency.\textsuperscript{41}

Another contrast between student loans and mortgages involves the methods of funding. Over 90% of student loans are supported by the government through various initiatives and programs, while approximately 50% of mortgage risk has been assumed.

\textsuperscript{38} See note 29 above.
\textsuperscript{39} See note 29 above.
\textsuperscript{41} See note 37 above.
The large portion of government-backed student loans results in less risk exposure for the private sector. However, student loans place an increasingly larger burden on students and expose taxpayers to funding federal aid and bailing out student loan defaults.

The Impact of Federal Student Aid

Recent government policies enacted by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 increase higher education grants, create new student tax credits, support income-based repayment, and expand student loan programs. While these federal policies seek to make higher education more affordable, accessible, and attainable, they do not promote a responsible fiscal environment for educational institutions or curb ever-increasing higher education tuition costs. The government policies promote shifting the costs of higher education to students, families and potential taxpayers in the form of increased debt. A report by The Pew Charitable Trusts about federal higher education tax expenditures identifies the significant increases in federal funding for higher education:

Figure 2.1: State Funding for Higher Education Declined in Recent Years While Federal Funding Grew, 2000-2012. Data from Pew’s analysis of data from Delta Cost Project Database. http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/issue-briefs/2015/06/federal-and-state-funding-of-higher-education

Another Pew report illustrates federally sponsored student loan growth rates:
These charts illustrate how federal funding has significantly increased over the decade and draw a relationship between federal policies and higher educational tuition rate increases. A recent report released by the New York Federal Reserve suggests a link between the increased credit supply to the rise in college education by relating student-level financial data and changes in the federal student aid program to identify the impact on tuition.\textsuperscript{43} The study found “institutions more exposed to changes in the subsidized

federal loan program increased their tuition disproportionately around those policy changes, with a sizable pass-through effect on tuition of about 65%.

This suggests that part of the reason for substantial increases in the costs of higher education over the past decades is, in part, caused by large policy changes in the amounts of federal aid and grants. The increased student credit market transfers debt to students with no repercussion to the educational institution.

Previous presidential candidate Hillary Clinton also desired to change the higher education system by making college debt-free and reducing overall student debt levels. Her website cited how “every student should have the option to graduate from a public college or university in their state without taking on any student debt”. Similar to President Obama’s initiatives, this plan is extremely laudable, but Clinton’s website offered little detail of how to fund such a policy. The website simply stated how the plan will be “fully paid for by limiting certain tax expenditures for high-income taxpayers”. The website also mentioned public service initiatives and pushing employers to contribute toward student debt relief, but did not mention how to rein in tuition increases or college spending. Innovative funding initiatives will help reduce a certain amount of debt, but the most significant change that federal and state governments can make is holding higher educational institutions accountable for increases in spending. Most importantly, the plan doesn’t address the root cause of the problem; it simply provides

44 Ibid


46 See note 44 above.
short term relief. President Trump does not currently offer details on higher education policies. A responsible and comprehensive federal solution should focus on incentivizing colleges and universities to reduce spending and tuition costs.

Information compiled over the past ten years identifies fluctuating levels of state funding (mostly decreases), increases in federal funding, and stagnant median family household incomes. Research shows how college and university expenses on teaching and core student-related services have been relatively stable over the past 15 to 20 years; however, schools chose to increase costs related to building and maintaining the latest facilities, next generation student amenities, intercollegiate athletics and non-teaching jobs.\(^{47}\) Whether or not these services directly contribute to a quality education or entail unnecessary administrative bloat is up for debate; however, when colleges accept a majority of funding through government sponsored loans, these expenses should optimize learning and education, not administrative services. One of the first steps in federal higher education reform should focus on promoting state level fiscal responsibility with incentives to encourage responsible spending.

**A Higher Education Market Failure**

A comparison between the benefits of higher education and stagnant wages over the past thirty years reveals market inefficiencies. A market failure describes an inefficient situation when benefits do not outweigh costs. In the context of higher education, certain educational institutions provide a degree where marginal benefit

exceeds marginal cost (i.e., $30,000 student loan debt might be worth attaining a job at a Fortune 500 company). In this situation, college graduates are compensated by a satisfactory return of investment. Alternatively, certain educational institutions provide a degree where marginal benefit does not exceed marginal cost (i.e., $30,000 student loan debt is rewarded with a minimum wage salary). In this situation, a college graduate gained a positive externality of knowledge, but was not adequately compensated for the financial burden of obtaining a degree (i.e., the degree does not support re-payment of the student debt). The marginal benefit of a higher education is measured in terms of the educational knowledge gained with a college degree. Marginal cost is measured by tuition rates. Similar to median levels of income, marginal benefits have also remained relatively stagnant over the past thirty years (i.e., students do not graduate significantly smarter than they did 20 years ago). Alternatively, marginal costs have increased significantly in the past thirty years with tuition increases. Based on this analysis, it can be argued that marginal costs do not exceed marginal benefits—depending on degree and school. Students accumulating debt with low-demand degrees will have more difficulty repaying student loans. To this point, a New York Times article recently published details about a multi-state lawsuit against Sallie Mae for predatory and subprime lending practices for student loans in which it expected default rates as high as 92%.48

Considering the significant increases in tuition prices over the past forty years compared to the relatively stagnant levels of real median household income, the marginal

benefit versus marginal cost comparison illustrates a market failure in certain sectors of higher education. The higher education market failure stems from policies that provide widespread funding to students, but do not take into consideration the marginal cost or benefit of a degree. Since these federal policies do not account for market failures in certain sectors of the higher education market, the non-discriminatory funding methods create inefficiencies in the higher education market.

With a non-efficient market, the government needs to provide incentives to reduce inefficiencies. Society greatly benefits economically from an educated population; thus, the positive externality of a well-educated population ought to be incentivized by the government. Since the government already provides several programs to promote higher education affordability, the optimal solution doesn’t involve advocating for additional higher education funding methods. An optimal higher education market promotes an affordable, accessible and attainable education while also reining in higher educational institutional spending. Colleges and universities have previously demonstrated an ability to operate with fewer funds; therefore, public policies should incentivize collaboration between state governments and higher educational institutions to encourage fiscal accountability.

The current system de-couples debt accountability from the higher education system after students graduate. These incentives encourage increased tuition costs and promote higher graduation rates with no consideration of students’ ability to repay debts. During the 2008 subprime mortgage crisis, housing prices were assumed to unjustifiably maintain price increases. Mortgage brokers, bankers, home buyers and rating agencies, to
name a few, provided false security to investors through misaligned investments that resulted in a massive asset bubble. The market failure and resulting recession crippled millions of Americans and cost the economy over $8 trillion. Similar to the subprime mortgage crisis, higher education resources face a market failure. The federal government dutifully promotes higher education with the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 that increases higher education grants, creates new student tax credits, supports income-based repayment, and expands student loan programs. Unfortunately, without a means to enforce fiscal responsibility, higher educational institutions will continue to increase spending and take advantage of a market failure by shifting costs to students and leveraging government sponsored programs. Recent federal policies show support for the future development of higher education; however, based on the analysis of federal student aid impact and the resulting market failure, the government should reconsider key incentives within current policies to better align the marketplace.
Chapter Three: Public Four Year Universities

The University of Nebraska

A few universities around the country offer specific examples of how state governments and schools responded to changes in federal policies and highlight varying levels of potential solutions. The University of Nebraska, established in 1869 through the Morrill Land-Grant Act, took a conservative approach to increased spending over the past fifteen years. According to the University of Nebraska’s 2014 Annual Comprehensive Financial Report, the University “has historically been conservative in its financial management. The State of Nebraska legislature is required to achieve a balanced budget, prohibited from borrowing, and has no outstanding indebtedness.” Thus, while this university might not directly compare to all other U.S. universities, the state government and university officials provide good examples to compare and contrast with other states.

University of Nebraska’s 2014 Consolidated Annual Financial Report reports an overall “good” economic outlook for the school and State of Nebraska. The report cites positive net assets while also freezing tuition rate increases in recent years. Tuition rates at the University of Nebraska match the national average for public four year institutions at about $6,480 for undergraduate residents and $29,856 per year for nonresidents. The school website boasts the lowest tuition rates in the Big Ten and a “Best Value” college
by The Princeton Review. Under this conservative fiscal construct, the state of Nebraska appropriated a 4% increase in funding for the University of Nebraska in 2014-2015. With this 4% increase, the University’s Board of Regents froze tuition increases for Nebraska residents in 2014-2015 and supported a broader fiscal initiative to keep higher education costs affordable. Even under a conservative fiscal construct, university policies were subject to some tuition increases. During 2012 and 2013, university officials increased tuition costs 5% and 3.75%, respectively. A portion of these tuition increases allowed officials to provide a 3% increase in faculty and staff salaries. Over the same time period, revenues from federal grants and contracts decreased by 7% and 8% in 2014 and 2013, respectively. This decrease in federal funding was opposite of a national trend over the same time period, when federal support largely increased. The following charts show undergraduate enrollment at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and the associated undergraduate semester credit hour costs:
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Figure 3.1: Data from General Operating Budgets, University of Nebraska.

Undergraduate enrollment slightly declined for the University of Nebraska-Lincoln from 1993-2012, and the inflation adjusted costs for semester credit hours increased for residents and for non-residents. National enrollment levels increased 15% between 1993 and 2003, and continued to increase 24% from 2002-2012. While enrollment did not increase at the University of Nebraska—Lincoln campus, overall enrollment slightly increased at 1% over the past decade at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, University of Nebraska Omaha, and University of Nebraska at Kearney. The University of Nebraska’s enrollment trend was also different from national statistics, where enrollment increased at significantly higher rates. The average semester hour increases per year of 5.5% and 6.45% at the University of Nebraska Lincoln were slightly lower than the national average of 7% increase over the same time period. The enrollment and tuition increases reveal significant differences in national trends and how overarching national policies might not support individual schools.


53 See note 13 above.
The top revenue generating sources for the University of Nebraska include: 1) State Appropriations and Tuition, 2) Federal Grants and Contracts, and 3) Capital Grants and Gifts. Support from federal grants and contracts decreased by 7% and 8% in 2014 and 2013, respectively.\textsuperscript{54} Federal cutbacks caused a decrease of $20 million from 2012-2013 and $16 million from 2013-2014 that directly cut funding to financial aid, research and discovery efforts of the university. The following graph illustrates how the state of Nebraska receives less than $1,700 in Pell Grant dollars per full-time undergraduate student:

\textbf{Figure 3.2: Major Federal Funding Streams Are Distributed Differently Across States. Data from Pew’s analysis of data from Delta Cost Project Database.} http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/issue-briefs/2015/06/federal-and-state-funding-of-higher-education

\textsuperscript{54} See note 24 above.
Contrary to other states, the Nebraska state government increased grants and contracts during the same time period to help offset decreases in federal educational programs (details explained below). The University also received funds from capital grants and gifts, which totaled $105 million in 2014.

Reviewing University of Nebraska data from the Consolidated Annual Financial Reports and General Operating Budgets dating back to 1975 captures trends in the overall administration and reveals decisions which support lower tuition increases. Data from the ‘Current Funds, Revenues, Expenditures and Other Charges’ shows the following revenues since 1974:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuition &amp; Fees Revenue:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$22,429,704 $45,088,606 $102,519,426 $168,882,000 $347,428,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Grants &amp; Contracts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$16,028,475 $33,144,421 $79,970,847 $250,092,000 $206,506,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Grants &amp; Contracts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,449,352 $6,972,242 $12,484,201 $25,770,000 $38,490,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.3: Data from General Operating Budgets, University of Nebraska. 1974, 1984, 1994, 2004 & 2014.

The university accounted for expenses from the following categories from 1974-1994: Instruction, Research, Public Services, Academic Support, Student Services, Institutional Support, Operations & Plant Maintenance, School of Technical Agriculture, Hospital & Clinics, and Scholarships & Fellowships. In 1994, the university restructured its accounting method to highlight operating expenses by transitioning to the following categories: Salaries & Wages, Benefits, Supplies & Materials, Contractual Services, Repairs & Maintenance, Utilities, Communications, Depreciation, and Scholarships & Fellowships. Consequently, it becomes difficult to directly compare all University programs over a forty year period due to inconsistent accounting standards.

The University of Nebraska’s General Operation Budget compares expenses between 1994, 2004 & 2014:
The top five programs with the largest inflation adjusted increases from 1994-2014 include: 1) Business & Finance (557%), 2) Other Instruction or Research (314%), 3) Graduate Studies & Research (263%), 4) Intercollegiate Athletics (208%), and 5) Student Services (205%).

The top five programs with decreased spending from 1994-2014 include: 1) Agency Funds (-94%), 2) Other Auxiliary Enterprises (-64%), 3) Student Aid (-38%), 4) Summer Sessions (-31%), and 5) Museums & Art Gallery (-13%). As a note, the chart above attempts to collect as much information from University of Nebraska historical records, but does not represent an all inclusive list of programs due to administrative
record variations. The following programs were consolidated or combined with other sections between 1994 and 2004: Information Services, Academic Computing Support, Campus Security, and Student Services, to list a few. While the chart above presents a general guide for comparing and contrasting academic programs over the past twenty years, it does not offer a direct comparison or a comprehensive list for every university program.

The University of Nebraska financial reports reveal important differences when compared to national data. At a national level, while state funding decreased significantly and federal funding increased, the opposite effect occurred in the state of Nebraska. The University of Nebraska successfully slowed tuition rate increases slightly below national levels even though the state experienced decreased federal funding—a noteworthy accomplishment. The university attributes lower tuition rates and avoiding state funding losses to responsible state financial management that includes balancing budgets, documenting tuition freeze goals, loan borrowing prohibitions and zero outstanding debts. The State of Nebraska also holds a $729 million balance in its cash reserves “rainy day” fund. Most importantly, as cited in the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, “University officials, residents of Nebraska, and State leadership will increasingly work together with a common vision to the future”. State legislature views the university system as a vital “statewide asset and primary determinant of whether the State and its citizens will continue to progress and prosper”. This state-university
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relationship fosters fiscal responsibility and results in sustainable tuition rates with decreased student debt. Each state-university relationship at the national level is unique and budgetary management must be tailored appropriately, but the state of Nebraska provides a model for long-term planning and fiscal responsibility for other states to follow.

The University of Colorado

The University of Colorado Boulder, founded in 1876, is a part of a system of three other universities in Colorado governed by a nine member board known as the Regents of the University of Colorado. Undergraduate residents at CU-Boulder paid $9,048 in tuition fees for the 2014-15 academic year and non-resident students paid $31,410 over the same period. Over the past decade, CU-Boulder’s undergraduate resident tuition rates increased at an average of 10.5% per year, with non-resident tuition rates increasing at an average of 4.3% over the same period. Colorado’s tuition rate increases largely mirror the national average with little relief for increasing student debt levels. However, 2014 marked a shift in the state’s approach to student debt when the Governor approved a College Affordability Act that provided a $60 million (11%) increase for higher education and required a cap of no more than a 6% increase for resident tuition rates.57

More recently, in the spring of 2016, the Colorado Board of Regents approved tuition and mandatory fees guarantee for CU-Boulder resident students. The plan outlines a one-time tuition and fee increase of 5% for incoming freshman, which will remain locked for four years. Subsequent freshman classes will also face one-time increases, but the locked rates provide predictability by allowing students and families to budget for the next four years with no further tuition rate increases. While Colorado’s efforts to cap tuition rate increases at 6% a year and provide predictable tuition rates for incoming freshman, the new policies do little to significantly decrease overall rate increases and the accumulation of student debt. The new tuition policies still allow rate increases of 4-6% per year, which will decrease rates from the previous average of 10.5% per year over the past decade at CU-Boulder, but doesn’t significantly address the root cause of the problem. Current student debt levels were fueled by a national average of tuition rate increase at 7% per year. Now that Colorado has identified the problem and passed preliminary legislation to address the issue, the state government should review Nebraska’s model and figure out a way to actually freeze tuition rate increases and hold schools accountable for yearly spending increases. While these new policies indicate movement in the right direction, they do little to provide substantial change to mitigate high tuition rates, student debt, and institutional spending.
U.S. Higher Education Revenues & Expenses

Universities receive funding through three main categories: 1) tuition fees & revenues, 2) federal grants & contracts, and 3) state grants & contracts. Historically, states provided substantially more funding than the federal government from 1987 to 2012; however, the margin has narrowed in recent years and now funding allocations between state and federal are comparable in amount.\(^{58}\) In 1989, tuition costs represented 24.5% of public higher education revenue; while in 2010, tuition accounted for 40.6% of higher education revenue.\(^{59}\) State funding historically fluctuates with the health of the economy and significantly decreased during the 2008 mortgage crisis. Although, since the economy has recovered in the past few years, state funding has still not returned to the pre-mortgage crisis levels for higher education support.

The federal government traditionally provides financial assistance to research projects and individual students, while state governments primarily fund the general operation of public institutions. According to recent PEW Charitable Trust research for 2013, the federal government spent $75.6 billion in higher education and state government investments totaled $72.7 billion.\(^{60}\) The chart below highlights main revenue and expense categories, and the graph depicts a breakout between federal and state level spending categories.


\(^{60}\) See note 37 above.
### Primary Higher Education Revenues & Expenses

**Revenues:**
- Tuition & Fees
- Federal Grants & Contracts
- State Grants & Contracts

**Expenses:**
- Salaries, benefits & wages
- Supplies & materials
- Contractual services
- Repairs, maintenance & utilities
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**Figure 3.5: Stauffer, Anne. “Federal and State Funding of Higher Education.” The PEW Charitable Trusts. June 11, 2015.**

The data emphasize how each individual educational institution faces different challenges in regard to budget allocations and student tuition increases. The chart above highlights primary operating expense categories, but does not detail sub-categories or other in-depth budget information. According to Nebraska’s 2014 Annual Financial Report, the university spent $1,232,351,000 on total compensation and benefits. While operating budgets provide some budget clarification, broadly speaking, it becomes difficult to detail specifics behind such large categories. This situation creates extreme difficulty when trying to compare expense categories across multiple institutions.

Comparatively, the cost of educating an individual student has not increased significantly over the past twenty years. In fact, during this period of skyrocketing tuition rates, teaching salaries have remained relatively flat—mirroring the U.S. labor market as a whole. Contrary to popular media reports, cost shifting between state and federal governments has not resulted in widespread expense increases for colleges. Information shows that the decline in state funding has been augmented largely by increases in federal funding, and decreases at the state level are not exclusively to blame for increasing tuition rates. As a result, educational institutions made individual decisions to continue increasing spending and expenses within their budgets. Universities assign different accounting codes for similar categories, and few institutions offer easily comparable operating expenses over long periods of time. Once government funding enters internal accounting mechanisms, it becomes the individual institution’s responsibility to maintain a responsible budget that protects against long-term tuition increases.
Georgia Tech recently researched the actual tuition fees needed to cover the costs for an online computer science master’s degree program. The cost amounted to $510 for a three credit class, resulting in a $7,000 total cost for a master’s degree in computer science from a nationally ranked top 10 program. The degree cost one-eighth of a similarly prestigious master’s degree in computer science from Southern California ($57,000), Syracuse ($43,000) and Johns Hopkins ($43,000). While people might view online programs as inferior, Georgia Tech professors reportedly administered the same homework assignments, mid-terms and final exams as the resident students. Professors noted high levels of online interaction between students and the ability to increase from 300 resident students to over 4,000 online students. Georgia Tech continues to offer the master’s in computer science and demonstrates the real costs of an online program for the rest of the nation. Other well-known online programs continue to charge upwards of $45,000 for similar programs.

With these vast differences in educational methods, federal policy makers face challenges when implementing a one-size-fits-all solution to reduce tuition costs and alleviate student debt. To find more Georgia Tech-type solutions, individual local governments, endowment funds and educational institutions must work to find a school specific answer. Key lessons learned from the University of Nebraska’s budgets and financial reports reveal how the state government and university officials worked together to document a goal of “keeping tuition increases as low as possible and thereby
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the cost of education more affordable”. Similarly, Colorado’s Board of Regents has taken preliminary steps to acknowledge the problem, but the schools need more stringent policies to solve the root cause of the problem. The Georgia Tech Computer Science Department created a new online program with a rare display of pro-activeness and goodwill. Current federal policies do not reward Georgia Tech-type programs; they encourage universities to continue to charge as much as possible. New federal higher education policies, which seek to make higher education more affordable and accessible, should promote an environment where university officials and state governments must mutually work toward a common goal of providing citizens with fiscally responsible educational opportunities.

See note 33 above.
Chapter Four: Summary

Concluding Remarks

While federal higher education initiatives aim to make college more affordable, accessible and attainable, national policies fail to incentivize higher education fiscal responsibility and contribute to a market failure. The costs of increased higher education spending, driven by a wide range of expenses such as cost shifting, administrative bloat, sports programs, or campus construction, are simply transferred to students in the form of debt. Increases in federal aid for colleges and universities, coupled with a massive student credit supply, has led to astronomical increases in the price of higher education. Fortunately, Americans continue to enroll in colleges at record rates, but the debt burdens have become overly taxing on many students and caused unwanted collateral effects in the macroeconomic marketplace. According to the New York Federal Reserve, people that accumulate large amounts of student debt will likely decrease, or completely retreat from, spending in non-student debt markets such as housing and auto loans.

The goal of recent federal policies to promote higher education and re-take the number one world spot for college graduates deserves support and praise; however, the implementation of mass federal aid has triggered a market failure. Higher educational institutions increase spending because of the widespread government credit available to students; thereby shifting costs from the institutions to the students in the form of debt. The federal government increased funding for higher education in the form of Pell Grants
and veterans’ benefits, but states have continued to decrease general-purpose funds. The ever changing allocation of federal and state higher education support needs to be transformed into federal benefits that promote a culture of state-level fiscal responsibility. The Nebraska state government and university officials worked together to document a goal of freezing tuition costs. The Colorado University system also took steps to acknowledge a problem with increased tuition rates. Most impressively, Georgia Tech actually reduced tuition costs by over 80% for an online computer science degree. State governments are beginning slowly address the problem, but very few schools implement significant initiatives to solve root cause problems with institutional spending and increased tuition rates. Without federal incentives, colleges and universities will continue to take advantage of a market failure by maximizing spending with a disregard for student debt. The current market failure encourages colleges and universities to increase spending with funds fueled by student debt and federal aid. Marginal costs of obtaining a college degree do not always outweigh the marginal benefit—depending on program and degree. Federal policies should be restructured to incentivize schools to follow Georgia Tech’s example, innovate new ways to reduce costs and increase the marginal benefit of earning a college degree. Future federal education reform should encourage collaboration between state governments, endowment funds, and university officials to decrease institutional spending, maximize new technology utilization, and reduce tuition rates.
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